President-Elect Donald Trump’s
Top Appointments Send Message

Secretary of State Rex Tillerson was worth the President
Trump wait by Lame Cherry

I

have been informed that the MOG’s
and the asstards have been busy
whining about Rex Tillerson in being nominated for Secretary of State
for Russian ties, but the Lame Cherry
is going to explain something so this
will all make sense. But first, Rush
Limbaugh was man gushing over
Rex Tillerson on his program, meaning Trump Trans leaked who it was to
Limbaugh, and Limbaugh could not
keep his mouth shut, but instead attacked Cathy Rodgers over the post. Even
before First is this Wikipedia statement on Rex Tillerson:
Tillerson is married and has four children.[5] He resides in Irving, Texas.[5]
Tillerson is a Christian.[36] He and his wife donated $5,000-$10,000 to the
National Association of Congregational Christian Churches in 2012.[37]
Secretary Tillerson, also apparently knows what a Bible is, and Who God is, as
he is a daily worshiper of the Lord. This would mean that he is a Conservative
Christian and the first one appointed by President Donald Trump to a premier
position. We though must have the other positions with Christians appointed as
one pick does not suffice. No harping on this at the moment, as the Lame Cherry is about to provide you the reason why Rex Tillerson is the perfect choice,
and why those complaining have no idea what President Trump foreign policy
is. Do you know what the Kentucky Derby is, the Preakness and the Belmont

Senate Judiciary
Committee: Planned
Parenthood Possible
Criminal Prosecution
BREAKING: Obama admin. issues
final rule blocking state efforts to
defund Planned Parenthood by Dr.
Susan Berry - Breitbart.com

S

enate Judiciary Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley is referring
Planned Parenthood to the FBI and
the Justice Department for investigation and possible prosecution. The
announcement comes following an
investigation into allegations the abortion chain and its partners in biomedical procurement have been harvesting
the body parts of aborted babies and
selling them for a profit.
In his referral letter to the FBI and
Justice Department, Grassley notes,
continued on pg 6

continued on pg 8

Benghazi Truth: Plan by Muslim
Brotherhood to Kidnap Ambassador
Egypt - New documents released from
Egypt prove that the attack on the Benghazi compound was actually a planned
kidnapping of U.S. Ambassador Christopher Stevens. The plan was part of an
“October surprise” to have the Obama
adminstration effect a trade for the terrorist “The Blind Sheik” for the Ambassador in time for the Presidential election
to make Barack Obama look good. Sadly,
this seemingly Hollywood written script
resulted in the tragic deaths of four heroic
Americans including two former Navy
Seals. In fact, any American in that part of
the world at that time had courage beyond
most to even be there in any capacity.

The Cairo riots were brought about by
Iman Al Zawahiri’s brother calling for
riots, because they were demanding the
“Blind Sheik” be returned to them, as
he is a hero to the Islamo-Fascists. They
(Obama, Clinton, and who knows who
else) had worked up a plan to help the
Muslim Brotherhood kidnap Ambassador Stevens, safely and without bloodshed, so that they could “negotiate” his
return, in a swap for the “Blind Sheik.”
By doing so, they could accomplish
their desire to give back this murderer,
and also look like heroes in the process. And, as an added special bonus,
they could solidify Obama’s reelection

Parental Rights
Obama’s “Hot Dog” Party: $65,000
Threatened

L

ast week Senator Richard Pan introduced SB 18, a direct assault
on parental rights. The California Legislature is back in session. And to no
surprise, radical legislation has already
been introduced. When one party has
a super-majority, why wait? This week
Senator Richard Pan, who is already
no friend of parental rights advocates,
introduced SB 18, the “Bill of Rights
for Children and Youth in California.”
This specific proposal attacks parental
rights, and your ability to freely raise
your children without massive government intervention.
We’ve listed a portion of the bill below
along with our main concerns noted in
bold.
SECTION 1. (a) The Legislature
finds and declares that all children
and youth, regardless of gender, class,
continued on pg 6

continued page 3

I

t has been calculated that President Barack Obama and his family have spent over
$85 million on lavish vacations around the world. Not diplomatic visits-- VACATIONS! But what has been exposed by Wikileaks is incomprehensible: On Monday
February 27th, 2012, WikiLeaks began publishing The Global Intelligence Files,
over five million e-mails from the Texas headquartered “global intelligence” company Stratfor. The e-mails date between July 2004 and late December 2011. They
reveal the inner workings of a company that fronts as an intelligence publisher, but
provides confidential intelligence services to large corporations, such as Bhopal’s
Dow Chemical Co., Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon and government agencies, including the US Department of Homeland Security, the US Marines
and the US Defence Intelligence Agency. The emails show Stratfor’s web of informers, pay-off structure, payment laundering techniques and psychological methods:
continued on page 5

Wikileaks Emails Reign Havoc Within Clinton Camp

All of the following information was given to us by our insiders who have specific
first-hand knowledge of the Hillary Clinton email scandal. It seems that things are
about to heat up. We are told that of the 662,871 emails lifted from Anthony Weiner’s
computer, 11,112 emails are Huma Abedin’s… and pay to play – including Saudis
and Israelis. Meaning Huma was the one Hillary USED to communicate with foreign
leaders via email for inside information and deals via Huma’s computer. It has been
established through many avenues, but mainly through Wikileaks, that the Clinton
Foundation was just a farce set up in order to perform pay-to-play games with multiple entities, including foreign nations. Pay-to-play nations include: Israel, Saudi
Arabia, Turkey, Qatar, Kazakhstan, and the Ukraine. An NYPD insider said the content they viewed did include State Department TOP SECRET emails. One file was
called “Life Insurance”. A second file was titled “DNC Nuclear Arsenal“. A third file
I’m sure Hillary definitely DOES NOT want released was a file labeled “Intimate”…
according to this NYPD insider, this file contained X-rated photos of Huma and Hillary with a TEENAGER. NYPD detectives were sickened by what they saw, according to our insider, and they had threatened FBI field agents that they would leak this
information, if the FBI did not “step up and take off the kid gloves”. At that point, 13
of the FBI agents in NYC were also threatening to leak the information.Jim Comey
learned that some of his own investigators were tipping off both Loretta Lynch and
continued on page 5
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Letters to the Editor
Merry Christmas Trump Nation!

As we can see, Trump, and the nation, won. Hence, Trump
Nation. Now we are witnessing the violent backlash of people
who backed the loser. Some “love Trumps hate” people beat up a
15 year old who was wearing a Trump hat. Liberal leftist socialist
commie definition of love. Now though, we have Trump Nation,
which calls upon us to band together and exersise our rights to a
just community. Christmas is upon us, and at Christmas, we sing
Christmas carols. Here is an example of Trump Nation in action.
We organize in each community a Christmas carol stroll past each
school, on the sidewalk, just before and during school letting out.
Some of the kids may want to join in. Along with all the singers, are people who are there to ensure the safety of the singers.
Probably do it 2 days before the Christmas break. This will give
the kids a chance to hear what Christmas is all about, the birth of
Jesus. Do it in front of all the schools, in Trinity county, Lewiston,
Weaverville, Zenia, all the schools. Now, one would hope that
they all are safe, and no one tries to stop them or intimidate them,
but then, that is what the Trump Nation is for. There is an app
that can hook you up to the Nation, and when activated, can connect you with others in the Nation for help. But again, the singers
will already have in place protection from those who would do
harm to good people. The good people are good because they are
heralding the birth of the one who said to love each other, and
leave each other alone. To help the poor and needy, not tax them
and cheat them at every turn. To care for and help your neighbor, not harrass them or bully them. Not agreeing with anothers
political or religeous or other belief, does not give you the right
to hurt them or be mean to them. There are those in these papers
that have expressed opinions about Christmas, Easter, and other
things which are entrenched in most of society, but they always
have their say. Christmas is the 25th of December. If a person
wants to argue that the Christ child was born in April, or that Easter is based on pagan holidays, or what ever else you can drum
up, who cares? No one! We regular nation people accept what is,
and are not about to change it. It is not important the date, but the
message of love and hope, and peace to good people on earth.
Those who would belittle or attack those who do good, show us
the bad and small in themselves. If someone is not belonging to
a religeon, or a patriot, leave those who are alone. It is not up to
you to run anothers life. As a Catholic, I do not persue or try to
change anothers beliefs, unless they ask questions about my faith.
And even then, I usually refer them to a priest or cleric for more
expertise. John Podestra was the campaign manager of Clinton,
who lost. He had decided that he was going to organize people
to infiltrate the Catholic church to change it. Bad idea. I have a
good idea for you. Why don’t you organize people to infiltrate
Islam, and Sharia law? How about you infitrate those who would
hurt us, demean women, and mutilate little girls? Is it because
Huma’s mom has influence over you? Catholics and Christian
and Jewish people feed and care for 90% of the poor in this country. Why would you mess with them? And harrass them? Leave
us alone. His ideas and beliefs are dangerous, because he thinks
he is smart enough to rule us, or run our lives. No one on earth
has the ability to run their own life, much less anothers. Government people are not leaders, they are employees of the taxpayer,
they have no power over us. So, it is all in place for us to entench
Trump Nation in our county, rework the county government to
stop them from hurting people, make them accountable or unemployed. Excersise our rights to sing carols and stroll down any
sidewalk carefree, spreading the the good word of peace and joy.
Use social media if need be, to show any kind of harrassment, but
there really shouldn’t be, it is Christmas. Say “Merry Christmas”
everywhere you go, be merry and bright, and have fun doing it.
Love one another. How can we lose?
			
Arnold Ziffle
			
Zenia
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ONLY FOUR STATES CAN STOP VOTE FRAUD WND.com

Right now, there are only four states that require residents to provide proof of citizenship, such as a birth certificate
or passport, when they register to vote. Those states are Alabama, Arizona, Georgia and Kansas – all of which backed
Trump in November.

I will take it even further; even if you clean up all of the illegal registrations and votes we still
have an honor system as long as the secret ballot exists. The secret ballot requires faith in the
guvmint employees that count the vote to do it with competence and integrity. I DO NOT HAVE
THAT FAITH. And I have no way to confirm that my vote was counted as cast. Our system is one
that’s ripe for fraud.
“The mobs of the great cities add just so much to the support of pure government as sores do to the strength
of the human body. It is the manners and spirit of a people which preserve a republic in vigor. A degeneracy
in these is a canker which soon eats to the heart of its laws and constitution.” --Thomas Jefferson, Notes on
Virginia, Query XIX, 1782			
De Oppresso Liber

							
					

Ax to Grind

Mark Potts* Weaverville

*Potts’ opinions are his own and not those of the TCSO

I was just catching up on the articles
written in the Trinity Journal regarding the unfortunate events surrounding the alleged criminal acts of Attorney, Derrick Riske brought
against Him earlier this year. I read in the
November 2, Trinity Journal, Deputy Jayme
Bayley is quoted as faultlessly stating that ; “
She has never been on the stand in Court in
a case where Riske was the defense attorney”
Deputy Bayley goes on to say that, “ the deputy Attorney General who prosecuted the case
never even spoke to Her “ (Deputy Bayley). I
find that that whole thing or the discriminating
manipulation of the allegations, just another
diversity of word game, so often used in our
world today, to victimize the weary, by way
of Retaliation, intimidation, sophistication of
speech and manipulation of words in order to
further the cause of those who wish to destroy
of our most basic Civil Liberty Rights by-way
of ; extorting, generating revenue, entrapping
the real victims or committing intimidation of
witness (which is a felony for you or I). Any
law is worthless unless it’s enforced equally.
Unfortunately that rarely happens in Trinity
County. Attorney, Derrick Riske drafted my
mother (Carmen Jones) Trust package, including Her Powers of attorneys for financial and
Healthcare Directives, that were defrauded by
Trinity County when Deputy Bailey “Emergency” arrested Carmen, seized and took exclusive “Temporary” control of Her life and
property, back in 2007, which, unfortunately
is still in effect today, while Trinity County
continues to play shell games with the assets and the Law, seven years after Carmen’s
death. Deputy Bayley was the arresting officer in 2007. She was very up-set at Attorney,
Riske for His Court testimony regarding the
fraud committed by Trinity County in that
Case. Arrogance, contempt for the law and basic Rights can’t be exclusive to this particular
incident with my mother. Therefore Deputy
Bayley’s statements, in the Trinity Journal on
November 2, were again half truths. I believe
the whole “ax to grind” Statement is totally
believable to me, particularly considering the
participants involved. I find it disgusting that
“Trusts” and Healthcare directives in Trinity
County are snake oil & can’t be trusted at all!
		
Raymond Harris
		
Lewiston,California

Hospital Tax

I’m guessing now that Trinity Journal editor, Wayne Agner, is planning on hanging around
here for another five years. After all, his support
for the ‘continuation’ of the hospital tax here is a
picture perfect example of just how “selfish” the
people in Weaverville really are. They all know
that many of us here have never even used that
damn hospital; because most of us have simply
‘refused’ to ever go there- for decades. But still;
these frightened and selfish Democrats here have
been ‘forcing us’ to send them money anyway.
The lefties who control Weaverville now; (and
the business owners there, too) - are equally responsible for this ‘unfair tax’. They all know that
their hospital is “inferior,” and most of them are
even ‘afraid’ to go anywhere near it! But the
Democrats here don’t care about that. Rather
than ‘improving’ the situation for all of us, (with
an urgent care facility); they’d rather just hold
onto that warm and comfy feeling they get from
their ‘false sense of security’ in having “a hospital” right there in town. And to hell with everyone else. Just send em a bill! Save Lives. Yeah,
right.
In the meantime: Here in Lewiston we
are missing yet another person in town; this time
a woman. And still no deputy for Lewiston. In
fact, we haven’t seen law ‘enforcement’ around
here in years. I guess now that marijuana is “legal”.., we don’t even need a sheriff anymore.
(Which laws do you suppose they will enforce
here now?) Apparently; dealing meth or heroindoesn’t make the list. Or perhaps ‘dope’ is legal
here now, too. (Must have missed that one on the
ballot.) The only way you’d ever get arrested for
meth or heroin around here anyway; is if you’re
staggering right down the middle of Main Street
in Weaverville (with a baggie hanging out of your
pocket.) Otherwise; it’s just an occasional “accidental discovery” during traffic stops. Got kids
at the high school? Well then; some of you should
know by now- that your kids are fast becoming
junkies! They come here to Lewiston to get their
dope. And no one in Weaverville even cares. NO
ONE! (So blame your supervisor; she knows.)
Hey, I’ve got an idea; why don’t we spend a few
million dollars building a “roundabout”? Sounds
like fun, eh? Or.., better yet, we could build another road that we don’t need over there in Shangri-La. Quite honestly; the more Democrats who
die at that hospital in Weaverville; the better off
we’ll all be. (Especially if they’re voters.) And if
I can benefit this process; by simply sending them
Seasons Greetings!
a $100 a year- then bill me twice!
		
Hamid Bombsaway
I would like to wish a Happy Winter Solstice		
Lewiston Projects
(mid-winter, not the “official start of” like the
puppet-heads of the media announce) for all my Pagan friends; a Happy Hanukkah (25 December
this year) to all my Jewish friends; a Merry Christmas to all my consumer/shopping friends; a Happy Birthday to my protector deity, Horus, who was really born of a virgin on 25 December, unlike
Jesus who was born in the spring, according to most Biblical scholars; a Productive New Moon
on the 29th to my Pagan friends, again; and a Happy New Year and a Happy Make-Up-Your-Mind
Day (actual holiday!) for all my friends who celebrate these things on 31 December. Apologies to
all my Hindu, Muslim and Buddhist friends who don’t celebrate a holiday this time of year, you are
not forgotten. Happy Holidays to all except the whiny Christians who don’t like that phrase, maybe
some day they’ll grow up and realize they’re not the only people who matter. In passing I’d also
like to thank the Creator, neither male nor female and which doesn’t have a birthday, for creating
the universe and everything in it, it sure is a grand place in which to be alive!			
								
Ray Schar Weaverville

The
Electoral
College

The Electoral College
I have been urged by many to explain the
electoral college vs. popular vote provision of
our Constitution and the reasoning behind it.
Closely analyzed without biased political party
thinking it shows the brilliance of the founding fathers for establishing this type of voting
system for selecting a president. The electoral
college exists for that one government position
only, because it is the only government job for
which we hire representatives for a nationwide
election.
We must remind ourselves, that when
these men met to draft our constitution, there
was no Federal Government, only states with
their individual laws. Writing a Constitution
was part of the process of forming the Federal
government. It was done in order to, by Constitutional law, set the powers the states were willing to allow the Federal Government to have,
and the ones they would retain, and protect the
rights of the people which could not be infringed
upon by either.
The original proposal was to have two
branches of Congress together elect the president. However, this idea was not adopted because it would have conceded power to the
Federal Government to elect the president. The
presidency being the only elected position in
the Federal Government representing all Americans, the states rightfully argued that they would
have no voice in electing the president, and initiated the process at the state and local levels
by choosing electors from each state to vote for
president. Well-known citizens were chosen,
originally by state legislatures, now by the voters for the special purpose of selecting the president. The electors would assemble and cast the
votes allotted to that state. The number of votes
allotted were the state’s number of Representatives and Senators combined. Their model for
this was the very structure of the Constitutional
Convention itself, where each state had a number of delegates representing that state.
Even though it does not function exactly as the Founders originally intended, the
Electoral College remains today an essential
Constitutional safeguard of, not only American
Individual Liberty, but of the liberty of the states
from the Federal Government.
As stated, each state is allotted as many
electoral votes as it has senators and members of
the House of Representatives. To become president of the United States of America, a person
must, even today, win the national election state
by state. We speak of “the presidential election”
when, including Washington D. C., there are actually 51 separate elections for president. The
United States is a nation of 50 separate and sovereign states. The electoral college gives your
state a voice in electing the president.
There is much talk to eliminate the electoral college and elect the president by popular
vote. One group is headed up by Eric Holder
with the financial support of other Liberal Progressives, and they are determined to do it. If
successful, it would completely transform the
office.

The person elected to it would in effect
become the president of the big cities of America, an America represented by the inner cities only, by minority groups only, and the last
trace of independent self-government guaranteed the individual states by the Constitution’s
electoral college system would be lost forever.
The freedom of the American People to choose
their government would be lost. We must preserve and protect the Electoral College at any
cost.
DID HILLARY CLINTON WIN THE
“POPULAR VOTE?”
I here give you an example of what
could, and would in fact have happened on
November 8, 2016 if we had a national popular
election instead of the Electoral College.
This, I hope, will help you to understand the true wisdom of the writers of our
constitution. These numbers were put together
on November 28 and there might have been a
small number of votes still being tabulated in a
few counties across some states. Sources are,
Election results from The Associated Press,
Dave Leip’s Atlas of U.S. Presidential Elections, and The Cook Political Report:
The total popular vote count shows
Donald Trump won the popular vote in 30
states and Hillary Clinton won the popular
vote in 20 states plus D.C.. The total count for
all states, Trump was 62,510,659,------Clinton
was 64,817,808. the difference is Clinton winning by 2,307,149. However, totaling all states
excluding California, Donald Trump won the
popular vote. In California the vote count was
Clinton...8,292,775----Trump...4,276,750.
Now, let’s deduct Clinton’s California vote
from her national vote..64,817,808 - 8,292,775
= 56,525,033. Now let’s deduct Trump’s California vote from his national vote..62,510,659
- 4,276,750 = 58,233,909. The difference is
Trump winning by 1,708,876.
So, in effect, Hillary Clinton was
elected president of California and Donald
Trump was elected president of the rest of the
country by a substantial margin. This is the finest example I can relate to you of the wisdom
of the Electoral College system of electing the
American President. It prevents the vote of any
one densely populated state from overriding
the vote of all the others. Ask yourself, “Do I
really want California, or any other state, electing the president for the rest of us?” Without
the Electoral College that is exactly what will
happen.
Thank you and feel free to pass this to
anyone you wish.
		
John Porter
		
118 Approach Drive
		
Harrison, Arkansas 72601
		
870-741-4119

Truth needs no help
to destroy lies.
Truth in and of itself is
so powerful
that once it is revealed
there is no need to defend
or retreat.
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Benghazi Truth: Plan to
Kidnap Ambassador continued from pg 1

chances. There were a couple of problems with this plan. The
first is that there is a CIA outpost just down the street, manned
with a half dozen or so “former” special operators from various
branches of the military who were contracted to “The Company”
(CIA). These operators are American Special Operators first, and
when they heard gunfire and artillery down the street they wanted
to spring into action as they knew the Obama administration had
refused beefing up security, and knew they were all sitting ducks
at the Benghazi consular compound. So, they did what any operators would do and asked for permission to work up a rescue
operation to get our people out. Oddly, they were denied permission. Why? Because the administration, Leon Panetta, and Hillary Clinton knew the “attack” was just for show, and they had
carefully, over months, reduced security there to nothing so that
the attack would have minimal casualties. Those operators made
repeated requests to go in and save the sitting ducks at the consular compound, and were each time, denied permission. Finally,
they took matters into their own hands, and ignored orders to
stand down. They were no longer regular military and couldn’t be
prosecuted under the UCMJ (Uniform Code of Military Justice)
and went in. They were able to save about thirty (30) people.
They got them all out and took two fatal casualties in the process,
former Navy SEALs; Tyrone Woods and Glen Doherty.
Back at the CIA compound which was now being attacked too,
the former Special Operator who was manning the rooftop
heavy machine gun, was also painting the mortar installation
which was attacking them with a targeting laser. The drone,
which was armed, could have launched one Hellfire missile,
which would have hit that laser point, and ended the siege
in an instant, yet Panetta, Obama, and whomever else was
watching it happen on live Drone-O-Vision did nothing. They
didn’t lift a finger, and left the CIA operators and the Embassy staff to die. And die they did. Four of them were murdered.
And we know from photographs of the Embassy compound
that some of them were dragged out while still alive, as there
are bloody hand prints and streaks from bloody fingers on
some of the pillars of the building.
Intelligence chief James Clapper, Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama,
and David Petraeus all know what really happened in Benghazi,
Lopez opined. Former CIA officer Clare M. Lopez, now a senior
fellow at the Center for Security Policy, said Stevens knew al-Qaeda was targeting him but he lacked adequate security. “This has
to be brought out. This has to be made known to the public. That
this is going on and that our administration was not only working
with the bad guys, was working with al-Qaeda linked militias and
jihadis to overthrow [President Bashar Hafez] Assad in Syria, but
that they let our mission go down. They let our ambassador and
others die. In real time, watching it happen, and they didn’t do
anything about it,” Lopez said. Matthew Vadum reports in frontpagemag.com …. is an award-winning investigative reporter and
the author of the recently published book, “Subversion Inc.: How
Obama’s ACORN Red Shirts Are Still Terrorizing and Ripping
Off American Taxpayers.” As previously reported, leaked State
Department emails dated Sept. 11, 2012, that were published this
week show officials knew soon after the attack that Ansar alSharia, a Libyan terrorist group linked to al-Qaeda, had claimed
responsibility for the assault on the consulate. The emails found
their way to as many as 400 U.S. national security, military, and
diplomatic officials during the attack. The electronic missives
were time-stamped in Eastern time and often bore the subheading
SBU, which stands for “Sensitive But Unclassified.” The initial
email from 4:05 p.m. contains the subject header: “U.S. Diplomatic Mission in Benghazi Under Attack (SBU).” “The Regional
Security Officer reports the diplomatic mission is under attack,”
read the email. “Embassy Tripoli reports approximately 20 armed
people fired shots; explosions have been heard as well. Ambassador Stevens, who is currently in Benghazi, and four COM personnel are in the compound safe haven. The 17th of February militia
is providing security support … The operations Center will provide updates as available.” Here’s a fun fact: Rep. Stephen Lynch
a Democrat from Massachusetts disclosed that a congressional
investigation recently found that at least 72 people working at
DHS also “were on the terrorist watch list.”
Before Hillary: Under Hosni Mubarak, Egypt was a stable secular nation that suppressed jihadist politics in the mosques. The
jihadist-oriented Muslim Brotherhood was kept at bay.
After Hillary: After Clinton’s 2011 “Arab Spring” and the toppling of Mubarak, Egypt saw Mohamed Morsi of the Muslim
Brotherhood elected president. Immediately, the secular country
began a process of Islamization with Christian Copts experiencing repression and violence, including massacres. Morsi’s rule
resulted in a military coup, thus ending Egypt’s previous moves
toward democracy.
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Standing Rock Reveals the True Colors of
Both the Media and the Democratic Party
By Tony Brasunas /medium.com

On Your Team with U.S. Civil

Defense National Commander Tom Fox

T

he forgotten American people of Trinity County have
spoken and now we must join
the movement to make America
Great again starting one county at
a time, Trinity County!
Last month I told you about the
USCDA’s plans to bring the National Incident Command Center to Weaverville. We are doing
just that. A very big part of the
USCDA is providing Emergency
relief to the people all over the
United States. Locally we are
building a neighborhood watch
program to help our people in time
of need. As many of us know there are those that would take not only our
Constitution away from us but also our second amendment rights as well.
If you remember a few years back a group of us brought Sheriff Richard
Mack here to address the need for a Constitutional Sheriff to protect us from
breaches in our rights. Over four hundred folks from our county signed up to
join a group called “2nd Amendment Volunteers”. That requirement to get in
to hear Sheriff Mack may not have been done in good taste or even honestly
but people signed up. Today we need your help not just to protect our 2nd
Amendment but we need your help to protect our right to vote, our right to
due process and our very rights to private property. Our county government
seems to think that they can enter upon our property and trespass in doing so
and they think they have every right to do so. They seem to have forgotten
that WE the people ordained the Constitution and before that the Declaration of Independence and before that the Declaration of rights. None of these
documents negated the others. Each is still in full force and effect. The idea
of “A more perfect Union” was the goal. Today in Trinity County the employees think that when they work on their secret agendas and We the people
confront them on those issues that they only need to say “so sue me”. Those
very people that we may or may not have voted into office are not doing their
jobs. They are violating the oath of office they took when they took office
and they don’t care. Public safety is one of the most important responsibilities of our county government. But here our Board of Supervisors will not
budget our sheriff’s department to provide deputies around the clock.
The Trinity County North West Chapter of the United States Civil Defense
Association is asking each of you to rejoin the community that once was in
this county. Help us stand up to the corruption in our County government.
As a nation we came together and voted in President Elect Donald Trump
to clean out the swamp and now we must come together as a community
to do the same thing here. One way we can help is to join together in a
county-wide neighborhood watch patrol. If you would once again volunteer
your time talents and resources to take the necessary “free” FEMA training
to operate our Incident Command System and help the Sheriff cover the
streets when the Board of Supervisors will not fund deputies to do so you
will be doing what every great American from our past has done to help. It
is a small price to pay. We need member volunteers to help set up shop. We
need Ham radio operators, at least 2 members to patrol the street in each of
our communities and when a fire, earthquake, severe weather condition and
more threaten our families, homes and businesses we can be proud to come
to the rescue. We cannot count on those people elected and or appointed to
carry on the business of the people if those people have a secret agenda and
in this county that is clear. Join us and let’s take our freedoms seriously by
becoming involved in our freedom and futures. Prior service and retired law
enforcement and emergency medical practitioners, cowboys and cowgirls,
farmers, native Americans and all men and women in every walk of life that
think America is the Greatest nation on earth are needed. Together Everyone
Accomplishes More and we do and we will. Please do your patriotic duty
and Join the USCDA. . Please Contact Captain Russ Griner the new Commander of the Trinity County North West Chapter USCDA at 530-623-2931
or stop in at 655 Main Street in Weaverville (Wednesday thru Saturday 10
am to 4 pm) to sign up to help us help you and our people and or Call me
at 530-739-8648 Major Thomas Fox, National Incident Command Center
Commander and share your skills in developing this nationwide group of
American Patriots, Saturday Jan 21st 2017 USCDA membership drive
meeting at Round Table Pizza 2 to 4 pm in Weaverville.
Thank you and Be Blessed, Tom Fox
United States Civil Defense Assoc. has adopted the Incident Command System (ICS) United States Civil Defense Assoc.(USCDA) is not on ALERT

T

he historic gathering of over two hundred Native American tribes and thousands of their allies at Standing Rock in
North Dakota has put on stark display the
state of this country’s corporate media and
its nominally left-leaning party.
This is a massive
movement
that
brings
together
virtually all the
biggest issues of
our
day — from
environmental
justice and racial
justice to climate
change and corporate control of natural resources. Its
treatment by the
media and by our
political parties is
as instructive as any recent political event.
To begin, the media coverage of Standing
Rock provides a nearly perfect picture of
the current state of today’s media world,
which is comprised of the “corporate media” and the “independent media.” There
are those who trust “corporate media”
more, and there are those who trust “independent media” more, but the balance
has steadily been shifting in favor of “independent media” over the last 20 years.
The term “corporate media,” refers to the
big media news channels and publications
funded and run by large corporations. “Independent media” essentially refers to everyone else: smaller publications, bloggers,
and independent social media journalists.
The New York Times is the nation’s largest
daily newspaper, the “paper of record,” and
it is the corporate media publication trusted
by many. The Times doesn’t actually have
a single reporter in Standing Rock.
When one young woman, Sophia Wilansky, had her arm blown off by a police
grenade, all the independent media
and all the eye witnesses there in North
Dakota confirmed that this was the result of police brutality, of use of a combat weapon, maliciously, up close, on a
woman peacefully exercising her constitutional right to assemble.
The next day the Times — without a reporter on the ground — printed a story that
muddied the waters. The Times story ran
abundant quotes from police spokespeople,
and the article ultimately concluded something like, “Well, hey, we just can’t really
be sure what happened there.”
This is serious and disingenuous propaganda. Their strategy was to “balance” the
truth with lies from the police department.
And they didn’t do any real journalism of
their own. Their conclusion wasn’t presented as opinion but as fact.
Here is the Times piece, as well as one of
the many independent media articles covering the same grenade strike on Wilansky:
Cause of Severe Injury at Pipeline Protest Becomes New Point of Dispute
Sophia Wilansky, 21, who grew up in the
Bronx, rested in a Minneapolis hospital
bed, her father by her side, recovering…
Independent media is wrong about things
too sometimes. The thing is, people take
independent media as just one perspective,
not as The Truth. The corporate media, on
the other hand, for many wields a ton of
power as purveyor of The Truth, when the
actual truth is that it too provides only one
perspective, and in their case it’s generally

the perspective of those who like and profit
from the corporate-power status quo.
Realizing the bias of the corporate media
doesn’t necessarily leave an easy answer
as to how to be best informed about pressing issues in the news. Ultimately the lesson is that we need to read as widely as
possible — both independent media and

corporate media — and hone our own truth
radars and bullshit detectors. We don’t have
to read everything, but we should read different things different days of the week, to
balance our media diet. As we do so, we’ll
begin to listen not just to what is said, but
to who is saying it, and in doing so we will
begin to think for ourselves more and more
deeply. This is happening, and this is part
of the political revolution in our country
right now.
Before we turn to the state of the Democratic Party, here is one source to add to
your media diet. Jimmy Dore, an independent media journalist, interviews Baltimore Sargent Michael A Wood Jr., on the
thousands of military veterans on the move
to protect and defend the Water Protectors
at Standing Rock. Consider whether this is
a perspective you have heard anywhere in
the corporate media.
Why the Democratic Party stays silent
Not only does Standing Rock provide a
great depiction of the state of the media today, it’s perhaps even more illustrative of
the state of the leadership of the Democratic Party. While Jill Stein and Bernie Sanders have led by example, visiting Standing
Rock, speaking out, and calling for protection and solidarity with the thousands of
Water Protectors there in North Dakota,
the leadership of the Democratic Party has
been silent, absent, and, thus, for all intents
and purposes, accessories to the crimes.
Why have Barack Obama, Elizabeth War-

Sophia Wilansky

continued on pg 6

Obama’s “Hot Dog” Party:
$65,000 continued from pg 1
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Wikileaks Emails Reign Havoc Within Clinton Camp

continued from pg 1

Bill Clinton, thus making his job impossible. Comey sent a letter to Congress, knowing that ultimately it
would expose Loretta Lynch as a dirty actor and the breadcrumbs would lead directly to Obama. The State
RE: Get ready for “Chicago Hot Dog Friday”
Department is terrified now. Comey has assembled a small team of 40 agents, whom he has declared “The
Released on 2012-10-19 08:00 GMT
Email-ID 1223066
Untouchables” after the famous federal agent Eliot Ness. Comey has clamped down on all FBI agents and
Date 2009-05-14 21:50:25
he expects a full-scale war between the FBI and the Department of Justice (DOJ), the White House, and
From
the State Department. He has confirmed and understands that many sitting senators, congressmen, lobbyTo burton@stratfor.com, kuykendall@stratfor.com, copeland@
ists, and power players are going to be indicted and prosecuted. One of the main targets of the probe is the
stratfor.com, oconnor@stratfor.com
RE: Get ready for “Chicago Hot Dog Friday”
Clinton Foundation and Clinton Global Initiative. Among the targets under investigation are John Podesta,
Huma, Cheryl Mills, CNN, ABC, NBC, etc. As it turns out, Weiner, Huma’s husband, had been forwardIf we get the same “waitresses,” I’m all for it!!!
ing Huma’s
emails each
Aaric S. Eisenstein
time
she
STRATFOR
SVP Publishing
came home
700 Lavaca St., Suite 900
and left her
Austin, TX 78701
computer
512-744-4308
open. Huma
512-744-4334 fax
appears to
---------------------------------------------------------------------From: Fred Burton [mailto:burton@stratfor.com]
have been
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2009 2:39 PM
in
touch
To: ‘Don Kuykendall’
with
Saudi
Cc: ‘Aaric Eisenstein’; ‘Darryl O’Connor’; ‘Copeland Susan’
actors, and
Subject: RE: Get ready for “Chicago Hot Dog Friday”
therefore,
I think Obama spent about $65,000 of the tax-payers money flying E S P I O in pizza/dogs from Chicago for a private party at the White House
NAGE is
not long ago, assume we are using the same channels?
strongly
---------------------------------------------------------------------suspected.
From: Don Kuykendall [mailto:kuykendall@stratfor.com]
Comey and
Sent: Thursday, May 14, 2009 1:59 PM
To: ‘stratforaustin’
his 40 “Untouchables” are now preparing to take down the largest corruption ever witnessed in American
Subject: Get ready for “Chicago Hot Dog Friday”
history… which is what I think MUST happen if Comey is planning to stay part of the FBI. He lost so
much respect and so much credibility with the first Hillary investigation, it would take something of this
To celebrate all you hot dogs out there. Aaric, you can participate
magnitude to allow him to face the public again. The Pentagon has internal players and outside players
as well!
Don R. Kuykendall
they call “creatives“. Creatives are civilians who tend to be geniuses, malcontents, extreme hackers, or
President
otherwise demonstrate brilliance in other useful areas. A Pentagon program called Cicada 3301, which we
STRATFOR
have reported on previously, was created by several of these talented civilians. The program is now used
512.744.4314 phone
to allow thousands of honest government people to report on their corrupt superiors, using what is called a
512.744.4334 fax
DEAD BOX whistleblower encryption method so the non-corrupted government officials can report corkuykendall@stratfor.com
ruption and still remain safe. I’ve heard it said “A vagina almost took down Bill, now will a Weiner take
Editor’s Note: The White House security protocol prohibits any down Hillary?” LOL! Again, thank you to all of the insiders, the whistleblowers, the good FBI agents,
outside food. ALL food is prepared by the kitchen staff. So, just
the good CIA agents, the good NYPD officers, and the non-corrupted government officials who want to
what really was delivered? And what kind of “waitresses” were
see the truth exposed! Without these brave, wonderful, and morally erect individuals, our country would
these? What is REALLY going on at the White House?
Does the below photo of President Obama AND A CHILD look still be in the corrupted darkness. Meanwhile there are allegations that the Podesta brothers, John Podesta,
normal to you?
Clinton’s longime associate and campaugn manager, and Tony Podesta a powerful Washington, D.C. lobbyist, were involved in one of the most mysterious and ongoing missing child cases in the world:
Fact 1: Madeleine McCann was abducted on May 3,
2007.
Fact 2 Official police sketches look very much like the
Podesta brothers.
Fact 3 John Podesta’s emails dating back to the time of
the abduction are missing.
Fact 4 An assistant was sending emails on John Podesta’s
behalf on May 4, 2007.
Fact 5 Tony Podesta collects images that show minors
who have have been abducted and/or abused.
Fact 6 Tony Podesta has been friends with documented
and imprisoned pedophile ex-Speaker of the House Dennis Hastert for many years, he still keeps in
touch with him, and the two traveled together to Japan to mingle with students.
Fact 7 Tony Podesta has children’s stuffed animals next to his bed despite reports of him not having any
children of his
own.
Fact 8 Despite
viral reports of
the Podestas
being involved
in child abduction,
neither
brother has provided empirical
proof of their
location during
the weeks sur-

rounding McCann’s abduction. Multiple reports have been going viral across thousands
of social media channels alleging that the Podesta brothers were involved
in the abduction of McCann. The brothers have been totally silent on the
matter. If they were not involved, it would be simple for them to provide
empirical proof of their location (in a manner which guarantees no alibis
were created ex post facto) during the relevant scope of time. That would
settle the matter. But they have been completely unresponsive. A report at
livingresistance.com states: Each fact, taken in isolation, is insignificant.
Many people delete their emails, for instance, and it doesn’t necessarily
mean they’re guilty of anything. But when these facts are taken cumulatively in context, they do cry out for an explanation. It is also worth noting
that according the latest news about McCann’s abductors, UK police have
issued a public statement according to which they now “know who took
McCann” but they have been blocked from making an arrest due to international laws. TO BE CONTINUED...

Parental Rights
Threatened

continued from page 1

race, ethnicity, national origin, culture, religion, immigration status, sexual orientation, or ability, have inherent
rights that entitle them to protection, special care, and assistance, including, but not limited to, the following:
(1) The right to parents, guardians, or caregivers who act
in their best interest.
Who decides what is in the best interest of your child?
Will this legislation grant that authority to the government? What happens if the government determines
parents are not acting in what they consider the “best
interest” of the child?
(2) The right to form healthy attachments with adults responsible for their care and well-being.
WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
(3) The right to live in a safe and healthy environment.
Again, who decides what a healthy environment is?
Who decides what a safe environment is? Could a home
where parents own firearms be considered unsafe?
Senator Pan voted YES on SB 203, a bill that required
warnings on sugar-sweetened beverages, no doubt an
attempt to decrease sugary beverage consumption.
Would Senator Pan consider your home an unhealthy
environment if you allow your children to have a soda
on family movie night? Would your parenting choices
inside your home now be opened up to even more government oversight without any cause?
(4) The right to social and emotional well-being.
Again, these are subjective demands. Who sets the
standards on what social and emotional well-being
looks like? We’ve heard people say time and time again
that homeschoolers do not receive adequate “socialization.” Is some guy in a suit sitting at a desk now going
to determine who your children should socialize with
and how often?
If you’ve had a teenager, you know that any small disagreement can turn into a perceived crisis on the teen’s
part. If you ground your teen from cell-phone use and
they post a dramatic rant on Facebook, is CPS going to
show up at your door claiming your child is emotionally unhealthy, therefore their rights are being violated
in your home? If a child is struggling with LGBT issues, and a parent attempts to help them through this,
will the government get to determine if the way the
parents are counseling their own child is acceptable for
their well-being?
(5) The right to opportunities to attain optimal cognitive,
physical, and social development.
Again, should the government have control over what
opportunities should be offered to your children regarding their social life? Or their physical development? Would the government have the right to say if
and which sports your child should play, and how often they can practice?
(6) The right to appropriate, quality education and life
skills leading to self-sufficiency in adulthood.
Will the government determine that private or home
education are not “quality education” options?
(7) The right to appropriate, quality health care.
Last year Senator Richard Pan came under fire for SB
277, a bill that mandated certain vaccinations for children. Will the government consider it quality health
care to add to this list of mandatory vaccinations?
Could quality health care include the government
forcing you to allow your 12 year old daughter to take
birth control? Does this include mental health?
TAKE ACTION TODAY!
This bill is nothing more than a direct assault on parental
rights that must be stopped.
We’ve all heard of stranger danger. This is not that. We
aren’t strangers to Senator Pan’s history on parental rights.
He supports big government bullying parents into submission. If you support parental rights you must take action
today.
Call Senator Pan’s office and let them know that you oppose this assault on parental rights. Your child belongs to
you, not the government.
Capitol Office: (916) 651-4006
District Office: (916) 262-2904
Email Senator Pan here: senator.pan@senate.ca.gov
Tweet your opposition to this bill at Senator Pan
@DrPanMD this bill using the hashtags #CALeg and
#SB18.

Planned Parenthood
Possible Criminal Prosecution

continued from pg 1

“[T]he facts uncovered raise a reasonable
suspicion that these organizations, and/or
individuals employed by them, may have
engaged in a conspiracy to violate the fetal
tissue law.” In 2015, the Center for Medical
Progress (CMP) conducted an undercover
investigation of the fetal tissue practices of
Planned Parenthood. CMP released a series
of videos focused on these practices. In his
letter to Attorney General Loretta Lynch
and FBI director James Comey, Jr., Grassley
wrote Tuesday:
In the summer of 2015, the Senate
Judiciary Committee began an inquiry into
paid fetal tissue transfers involving Planned
Parenthood. The Committee has since obtained and reviewed more than 20,000 pages
of information from the organizations involved, and engaged in detailed discussions
with the attorneys for those organizations.
The investigation has culminated in a Majority Staff Report to the Committee. That report is attached for your review.
The report documents the failure of
the Department of Justice, across multiple
administrations, to enforce the law that bans
the buying or selling of human fetal tissue (42
U.S.C. § 289g-2) with even a single prosecution. It also documents substantial evidence
suggesting that the specific entities involved
in the recent controversy, and/or individuals
employed by those entities, may have violated that law. Moreover, that evidence is contained entirely in those entities’ own records,
which were voluntarily provided to the Committee and are detailed in the report. Grassley writes he is referring “the paid fetal tissue
practices of the following organizations…to
the FBI and the Department of Justice for investigation and potential prosecution,” and
names:
StemExpress, LLC;
Advanced Bioscience Resources, Inc.
Novogenix Laboratories, LLC
Planned Parenthood Mar Monte
Planned Parenthood Los Angeles
Planned Parenthood Northern California
Planned Parenthood of the Pacific SW
However, Grassley also notes the national
Planned Parenthood Federation of America
appears to have “learned that its affiliates
engaging in paid fetal tissue programs were
not following the policies and procedures it
had put in place to ensure compliance” with
federal law. However, instead of exercising
its oversight procedures to bring them into
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compliance, it contacted the affiliates involved and then altered those oversight procedures in a manner that allowed
the affiliates’ conduct to continue. While the Committee
does not have all the details of what transpired between
the Planned Parenthood Federation of America and these
affiliates, the facts uncovered raise a reasonable suspicion
that these organizations, and/or individuals employed by
them, may have engaged in a conspiracy to violate the fetal
tissue law (18 U.S.C. § 371). Therefore, I am referring the
practices of these organizations, as outlined in the report,
to the FBI and the Department of Justice for investigation
and potential prosecution for this offense, as well. “I don’t
take lightly making a criminal referral,” Grassley said in
a statement. “But, the seeming disregard for the law by
these entities has been fueled by decades of utter failure
by the Justice Department to enforce it. And, unless there
is a renewed commitment by everyone involved against
commercializing the trade in aborted fetal body parts for
profit, then the problem is likely to continue.”Regarding
the referral, CMP project lead David Daleiden said in a
statement:
The Senate Judiciary Committee’s report confirms that
Planned Parenthood and companies like StemExpress
partnered in a years-long criminal conspiracy to sell the
body parts of aborted children for profit. When Planned
Parenthood national became aware that their affiliates
were operating their baby body part programs in violation
of Planned Parenthood’s own guidelines, Planned Parenthood covered up for the affiliates and deleted the guidelines. The Committee’s report shows Planned Parenthood
and their baby body parts business partners are totally
unaccountable and must be prosecuted to the full extent
of the law, and Planned Parenthood’s barbaric abortion
empire must no longer be subsidized by taxpayer funds.
”Planned Parenthood has claimed for more than a year
that it did nothing illegal in its grotesque practice of trafficking aborted baby body parts for money,” president
of pro-life organization Lila Rose said in a statement
sent to Breitbart News. “Now, a second congressional
investigation has uncovered more evidence that has led
to four more Planned Parenthood affiliates and Planned
Parenthood’s national office being referred to federal law
enforcement.” Two weeks ago, the House Select Investigative Panel on Infant Lives referred Planned Parenthood
Gulf Coast for criminal prosecution by the Texas Attorney General. “This is not a set of isolated incidences or a
few rogue employees,” Rose said. “The evidence shows
that these crimes were coordinated at the highest levels
of Planned Parenthood.” Rose also called for the elimination of the abortion chain’s taxpayer funding. “Planned
Parenthood’s disturbing baby harvesting practice is the
direct result of abortion laws that dehumanize defenseless
preborn children in the first place,” she said. “It should
surprise no one that an industry that violently kills a million innocent children in the womb every year doesn’t
see the problem with tearing apart their little bodies and
trafficking the parts for money.”

Assassination Of Finnish
Reporters Investigating
Bizarre “Pizzagate” Plot
Puzzles Russia
Editor-TheInternationalReporter.org

A

n interesting Federal Security Service
(FSB) report circulating in the Kremlin
today is expressing “puzzlement/confusion”
over the assassination of two Finnish journalists who were interviewing a local politician
about her ties to a human smuggling ring believed by Federation intelligence analysts to be
“controlled/organized” by the current Finance
Minister of Finland for his “client/associate”
Hillary Clinton, and whose deaths are now
linked to a “bizarre/strange” case in America
known as “Pizzagate”.
According to this report, FSB investigators
headquartered in the Leningrad Oblast were
“called/summoned” to the village of Svetogorsk last December (2015) by local police
authorities who had arrested a Finnish passport
holding citizen on the suspicion of his being a
human trafficker after he was discovered trying to entice a 13-year-old boy child Federation citizen to travel with him to Imatra, Finland, that is 4 miles (7 kilometers) away from
Svetogorsk.
When FSB investigators interrogated this Finnish citizen, this report continues, they became
“alarmed/alerted” after discovering on this person several rings and necklaces depicting images the US Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) had identified in a 2007 emergency bulletin titled “Symbols and Logos Used by Pedophiles to Identify Sexual Preferences” as being
used by sex smuggler organizations to identify
sexual preferences such as “boy love”, “girl
love” and “child love”.
After an examination of this Finnish citizens
travel record throughout Europe, and in an effort to “uncover/discover” the extent of the human smuggling crime organization he belonged
to, this report notes, FSB special agents began
a joint investigation with Germany’s Federal
Intelligence Service (BND) and Italy’s External Intelligence and Security Agency (AISE).
In early May of this year (2016), this report
continues, FSB-BND-AISE investigators
turned over to the Finnish Security Intelligence
Service (SUPO) their initial investigative findings, and that resulted in the destruction of this
international human smuggling ring by Finland’s border police authorities.
Frustratingly, however, this report notes, SUPO
investigators in Finland failed to answer many
“loose-end” questions posed by the FSB relating to this human smuggling ring to include:
1.) Why were transport conveyances (boats/
buses/planes/cars, etc.) owned by a “shell corporation” linked to former Finnish Prime Minister (and current Finance Minister) Alexander
Stubb and Imatra council leader Tiina WilénJäppinen used by these human smugglers?
2.) Why were numerous underage girl and
boy children given “training/instruction” at the
Vuoksenvahti Restaurant in Imatra on preparing food (pizzas, sandwiches, salads, etc.) and
then provided with United States temporary
hospitality worker E2 Visas and then flown to
America?
With these, and many other, questions left unanswered in this international human smuggling
investigation, this report details, FSB investigators were receptive to a request last week from
Finland’sUutisvuoksi Newspaper (located in
Imatra) for a briefing on this investigations
findings—and who sent two of their reporters,
Katri Ikävalko and Anne Vihavainen, to review file notes about this still open FSB case.
Important to note, FSB analysts in this state,
human trafficking in Finland is prosecuted as
pandering—and as a result, the victims of the
human smuggling sex trade are treated as witnesses and denied the right to a legal counsel,

and support persons and damages and are not
admitted to that nations system of assistance
for victims of human trafficking either.
While reviewing the open case file on this
human smuggling sex ring, this report continues, Finnish reporters Katri Ikävalko and
Anne Vihavainen were, also, briefed by FSB
investigators on Federation documents alleging that Finland’s Finance Minister Alexander Stubb is a long known US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) “operative/agent” whose
father, Göran Stubb, was, also, employed by
the CIA and whose workings with the American National Hockey League (NHL) allowed
him access to many foreign nations, including
Russia, to pay off media figures and support
subversion. Having been educated in America
during his secondary studies (high school) at
Mainland High School in Daytona Beach,
Florida, this report details, Minister Stubb,
after completing his Finnish military service,
returned to the United States attending Furman University in South Carolina and where
he, also, was recruited by CIA and was, likewise, recruited into the George Soros funded
Brookings Institution that “trains/indoctrinates” future world leaders on how to further
the globalist agenda. With George Soros and
CIA backing, this report continues, Alexander
Stubb rapidly ascended the “political ladder”
in Finland becoming its 64th Prime Minister—and who while holding all of his positions of political power, continued the Finnish-American “secret alliance” against Russia
and cooperated with the United States in the
shameful torturing of war prisoners in secret
CIA jails without either charges or trials.
Most disturbing, though, about Minister Stubb
while holding power in Finland, FSB analysts
in this report say, was his April, 2010, meeting
with Hillary Clinton that “exactly coincides”
with the establishment of the human smuggling sex ring of young children being sent to
the United States as “hospitality workers”.
After informing Finnish journalists Katri
Ikävalko and Anne Vihavainen about all
of these “matters/concerns” relating to this
Stubb-Clinton linked sex smuggling ring, this
report says, FSB investigators note that they
left Svetogorsk (Russia) to return to Imatra
(Finland) at 13:00hr on 3 December.
Less than 12 hours later, this report grimly
states, Katri Ikävalko and Anne Vihavainen
were assassinated in front of the Vuoksenvahti Restaurant in Imatra where they went
to “confront/question” council leader Tiina
Wilén-Jäppinen (who was also killed) about
this international smuggling sex ring and its
links to her, Minister Stubb and, most importantly, Hillary Clinton. This report concludes
by speculating that it is “reasonable/possible”
to assume that this Stubb-Clinton international smuggling sex ring could have provided
underage girl and boy children to the “socalled” “Pizzagate” network in America—but
with FSB analysts noting that as of now, no
evidence exits to prove this.
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Six Western Counties take Obama to Court over
Exclusionary BLM Planning Rule
Freerangereport.com

T

he lawsuit, filed Monday in the U.S. District Court for Utah, involves Kane County, Big Horn County, Wyo.; Chaves County,
New Mexico; Custer County, Idaho; Garfield County, Colorado;
Modoc County, California, and the Dona Ana Soil and Water Conservation District in New Mexico.
SALT LAKE CITY — Kane County is among six rural counties in
the West asking a federal court to rip up a new Bureau of Land Management planning rule they say diminishes their voice on crafting
land use plans. The lawsuit, filed Monday in the U.S. District Court
for Utah, involves Kane County, Big Horn County, Wyo.; Chaves
County, New Mexico; Custer County, Idaho; Garfield County, Colorado; Modoc County, California, and the Dona Ana Soil and Water Conservation District in New Mexico. All are rural areas that are
home to ranchers or farmers and dominated by significant federal
land ownership. Kane County, for example, contains more than 2.6
million areas of land, of which nearly 85 percent is owned by the
federal government, mostly the BLM. Because of the extensive federal land ownership, the counties say it is vital for them to be at the
table when it comes to the creation of land use management plans
that address multiple use, endangered species protection, wildfire
mitigation, grazing and more. The counties say the BLM’s adoption of new rules “significantly diminishes their rights” under the
Federal Land Policy and Management Act to coordinate with the
federal agency. “Because the 2016 Planning Rules significantly impair the informational and coordination rights of local governments,
the BLM will be making program and project decisions without the
consideration of the specific issues important to local governments
in the West, including petitioners,” the lawsuit states. “Failing to
properly consult and coordinate with local governments may lead
to, for example, the overgrowth of invasive plant and animal species
to the detriment of native species; compromised quality and availability of water supply; and increased risk and frequency of wildfire,
causing more destruction from hotter-burning wildfire, just to name
a few.” The counties argue that the BLM adopted the planning rule
without following the requirements of environmental laws and doing proper analysis. Specifically, they say more review is necessary
on the agency’s intent to use new and untested “landscape scale” approaches to resource management and its new emphasis on climate
change — which they say will dramatically alter the way the BLM
does land use planning. The counties are asking the federal court
to set aside the planning rule as arbitrary and unlawful.

I went after it,
struck it and
rescued the sheep
from its mouth.
1 Samuel 17:34-36

Standing Rock Reveals

continued from pg 4

ren, Chuck Shumer, Hillary Clinton, and the rest of the leadership in
the Democratic National Committee (DNC) been so silent and done
so little while militarized police attack peaceful people? Lifelong
Democrats may have to remove a pair of rose-colored glasses to read
further, but the answer is clear. You just follow the money.
The leadership of the Democratic Party — just like the Republicans,
unfortunately — are heavily on the take. Some Democrats accept
campaign contributions that are essentially personal bribes from the
banks and fossil fuel corporations that stand to profit from ecological
nightmares like the Dakota Access Pipeline. This is bad enough. But
the deeper problem is that the DNC has led the Democratic Party to a
place where it no longer actually supports working class people and
no longer stands on the right side of issues like this. Democrats don’t
do the right thing because they believe they can’t. Their party leadership has made them addicted to these corporate mega-contributions
to run their elections and to pay their consultants. They do not oppose Standing Rock for the same reason that they did not allow Bernie Sanders the presidential nomination — because doing so might
lead to a reduction in the money they receive from large corporations. The Republicans, with few exceptions, are worse. And that’s
the problem. The Republicans will nearly always be worse, more
craven, more likely to take a bribe and do a transnational corporation’s bidding, so the Republicans receive even larger sums from the
same large corporations. Thus, the Democrat’s strategy is a losing
strategy. They have been cornered; they’re losing. It’s as if the DNC
has signed up to play hand after hand with 2–1 odds against. Democrats don’t significantly distinguish themselves from Republicans on
policy, and yet the Republicans will still raise more cash every time.
Thus the Republicans will usually win.
The Democratic Party has signed up to play a losing hand.
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President-Elect Donald Trump’s
Top Appointments Send Message

Stakes? Yes they are the triple crown, but each
race is unique in one is a sprint for fast horses,
one is a middle distance run, and one is a long
distance marathon. That is why Secretariat was
so fabulous, in he had all the capabilities to win
all three races. Secretary Tillerson is unique in
he is perfect for President Trump foreign policy.
If you remember that the Lame Cherry has stated that solving Russia, solves the Mideast and
China......that is what Rex Tillerson does. The
only American who has spent more time with
President Vladimir Putin than Secretary Tillerson while at Exxon, is Henry Kissinger. President Putin adores Rex Tillerson, in presenting
him with awards, and while the Rothschilds got
their Soros oil asses booted out of Russia, Rex
Tillerson heading Exxon increased their Russian holdings and oil interests. So this is clear,
the Vladimir Putin who distrusts W. Bush, the
Vladimir Putin who detests image Obama, likes
Secretary Rex Tillerson, in they know how to
deal with each other. Nominating this man to
Secretary of State, sends an absolute signal to
Russia, which Obama has aiming nuclear missiles at America and Europe, that Russia is the
top priority and that America is making every
effort to build a peaceful and cooperating relationship with Moscow forever, fulfilling the
relationship which began during the Americans Civil War between the Czar and President
Abraham Lincoln. I have hope for Christians
under President Putin’s protection and the
Christian’s under President Trump’s protection, that we will not be drawn into cartel wars,
and if “we” can help elect in France and Germany, true Nationalist partners with President
Putin and President Trump, “we” the Christian
Western Peoples will not be led to Armageddon. Nom des Deus, the opportunities now for
healthy cooperation and competition, in Russians and Americans striving to their best, in
our combined raw resources and hardworking
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Citizens. Christ Pax will be a reality in we will
build bridges across oceans and into outer space
for profits instead of World War IV.That is why
Rex Tillerson is perfect as Secretary of State. He
is the horse for this race, just as Donald Trump
was the only horse in the 2016 Presidential election. Secretary Tillerson is thee best choice of
President Trump so far, and it is going to be almost impossible to top this choice. So thank God
for President Trump and thank God for Secretary
of State Rex Tillerson. He is a Christian. He is
a devout man. He is successful, diplomatic and
strong. He has the best relationship of any American with President Vladimir Putin, and that is all
America needs at this moment. Those who are
shortsighted do not see the big picture of what
is the Trump Policy with our Russian Partner
which there should not be any harm to explain
what that is, in America with Russia, is going to
crush terror oil, and become energy independent
in cooperating across the globe for Peace, for the
Christian Peoples. For the Trump Putin Pax, there
is no one on this planet more suited to the diplomacy than Rex Tillerson. America has the first Secretary of State
in a generation who knows what
he or she is doing.

Montana senate and 22 years as a Navy SEAL. Congressman
Zinke is a strong advocate for American energy independence
and he supports an all-encompassing energy policy that includes
renewables, fossil fuels, and alternative energy,” he said. Miller
added, “Zinke believes we need to find a way to cut through bureaucracy to ensure our nation’s parks, forests, and other public
areas are properly maintained and used effectively.”
President-Elect has chosen North Carolina Governor Nikki
Haley for U.N. Ambassador thus allowing Lt. Governor Henry
McMaster, a strong Trump ally to take the seat securing this
important state for the Republicans. Governor Haley had many
children die under the care of children’s services so this may be
an improvement very necessary for North Carolina. Trump has
named Reince Priebus as chief of staff, Stephen K. Bannon as
chief strategist and senior counselor, General Michael Flynn as
national security adviser, Senator Jeff Sessions as U.S. attorney
general, General James “Mad Dog” Matthis for Secretary of
Defense and Rep. Mike Pompeo as CIA director.

Neil W. McCabe of Breitbart.
com reports: The lone congressman from Montana is being
offered the chance to lead the
Department of the Interior Tuesday by President-elect Donald
J. Trump, according to multiple
media reports. A retired Navy
commander, who commanded
SEALs and other special operations forces in Iraq, Republican
Rep. Ryan Zinke met with the
president-elect Monday. “His
background includes time in the
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